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Abstract. Knowledge graphs holistically integrate information about entities from
multiple sources. A key step in the construction and maintenance of knowledge
graphs is the clustering of equivalent entities from different sources. Previous
approaches for such an entity clustering suffer from several problems, e.g., the
creation of overlapping clusters or the inclusion of several entities from the same
source within clusters. We therefore propose a new entity clustering algorithm
CLIP that can be applied both to create entity clusters and to repair entity clusters
determined with another clustering scheme. In contrast to previous approaches,
CLIP not only uses the similarity between entities for clustering but also further
features of entity links such as the so-called link strength. To achieve a good scalability we provide a parallel implementation of CLIP based on Apache Flink.
Our evaluation for different datasets shows that the new approach can achieve
substantially higher cluster quality than previous approaches.

1

Introduction

Knowledge graphs physically integrate entities from multiple sources with their properties, relationships and concepts in a graph-like structure [16, 14]. Popular knowledge
graphs in the Web of Data include DBpedia and Yago that combine information about
millions of real-world entities (such as persons or locations) of different domains from
Wikipedia and other sources. Web search engines such as Google or Bing also integrate
information from web pages into their knowledge graphs and use this information to enhance the search results for web queries. The automatic construction and maintenance
of such large knowledge graphs faces substantial challenges regarding data quality [5].
One main task is entity resolution to identify different representations referring to the
same real-world entity in order to fuse the knowledge about such an entity within the
knowledge graph.
While entity resolution and the corresponding problems such as link discovery are
intensely investigated research topics (see related work), this problem is still not sufficiently solved for the large-scale integration of data from many sources as needed for
knowledge graphs. For more than two sources a binary linking of entities is not sufficient but all matches of the same entity should be clustered together to derive a fused
entity representation in the knowledge graph. There are several known approaches for
such an entity clustering [8]. At the University of Leipzig, we have recently developed a
scalable tool called FAMER (FAst Multi-source Entity Resolution system)[18] that integrates parallel implementations of six such clustering schemes, including Connected
Components as the baseline, Correlation Clustering and Star clustering [1]. Clustering

is applied on a similarity graph where entities are represented as vertices and edges
link pairs of entities with a similarity above a predefined threshold. FAMER can construct such similarity graphs for entities of multiple sources based on different linking
schemes; existing links from the Web of Data could also be used to build the similarity
graph. The clustering schemes use this graph (with the similarity values) to determine
groups of matching entities aiming at maximizing the similarity between entities within
a cluster and minimizing the similarity between entities of different clusters. We have
also developed a tool to visually analyze the similarity graphs and clusters determined
by FAMER [17].
Analyzing the clusters determined by the different clustering schemes, we observed
some common problems in particular overlapping clusters and so-called source-inconsistent clusters. Algorithms like Star clustering can associate entities to more than one
cluster leading to cluster overlaps and thus wrong clusters. For cleaned data sources
without duplicates as assumed in FAMER1 each cluster should contain at most one
entity per source. We call clusters violating this restriction source-inconsistent. While
the similarity graphs determined by FAMER never link entities from the same source
the transitive clustering of linked entities, e.g., with the baseline approach Connected
Components, can easily lead to source-inconsistent clusters which should be avoided or
repaired.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate new algorithms to create high-quality entity
clusters or to repair clusters determined by other approaches so that the observed cluster
problems are avoided. Specifically, we make the following contributions:
– We propose a new clustering approach called CLIP (Clustering based on LInk Priority) to determine high quality, overlap-free and source-consistent entity clusters.
Its cluster decisions are based on a link prioritization considering not only link
similarities but also the so-called link strength and link degree.
– We propose an approach called RLIP (cluster Repair based on LInk Priority) to
repair entity clusters such that the overlap and source inconsistency problems are
resolved. It includes a component to resolve overlapping clusters and uses CLIP to
produce source-consistent clusters.
– We develop parallel implementations for both approaches based on Apache Flink
and integrate them into the FAMER framework for multi-source entity resolution.
– We comprehensively evaluate the cluster quality and scalability of the new approaches for different datasets and compare them with previously proposed clustering schemes.
In the next section we discuss related work. Section 3 provides an overview of FAMER
and the new approaches. In Section 4 we define concepts and describe the new algorithms. Section 5 is the evaluation. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2

Related Work

Entity resolution and link discovery have been the subject of much research and several
surveys and books provide overviews about the main methods, e.g., [6, 4, 12]. Most
1

If necessary, the individual sources could be deduplicated before the entity resolution with
other sources.

of these previous approaches focus on finding duplicates in a single source or matching
entities in only two data sources. Scalability is mainly supported by blocking techniques
to reduce the search space for finding possible matches. Some tools also support parallel
matching, but mainly for MapReduce (e.g., [10, 12]) and not yet for newer execution
platforms based on Apache Spark or Apache Flink.
There is already a substantial number of entity clustering schemes, mainly to group
duplicates in a single data source [4]. Hassanzadeh and colleagues comparatively evaluated several of these entity clustering algorithms in [7]. Our FAMER tool [18] includes
distributed versions for a subset of the best algorithms from [7] and supports their use
for clustering entities from multiple sources. While the problem of cluster overlaps
was already observed in [7], considering multiple sources also leads to the problem of
source-inconsistent clusters that we address in this paper. Clustering entities from multiple sources of course leads to increased difficulties to achieve high performance and
effectiveness compared to considering only one or two data sources. We are aiming at
supporting scalability and efficiency by applying both blocking and parallel processing.
Furthermore we are proposing advanced clustering methods that avoid the problems of
previous clustering schemes and achieve a better match and cluster quality. We are not
aware of other tools supporting a parallel entity clustering for multiple sources.
Repair was already studied in pairwise ontology matching, e.g., to ensure that mappings only contain 1:1 matches (which can be achieved by computing stable marriages)
or to correct other mapping-induced inconsistencies [2, 15]. However, repair for multiple source mappings was not covered. For entity resolution, [19] and [13] already
investigated repair techniques mainly by exploiting the transitive closure of matches
to add or remove match links. The repair of entity clusters proposed in [19] depends
on manual user feedback which is difficult to provide for very large datasets. Ngonga
et. al. are not concerned with entity clusters but focus on finding missing/wrong links
and also try to repair entities replicated in different sources [13]. By contrast, CLIP and
RLIP avoid/repair overlapping and source-inconsistent clusters in multi-source entity
resolution utilizing different link features. Moreover, CLIP and RLIP are implemented
as parallel algorithms on Apache Flink to allow for large-scale entity resolution.

3

Overview

Fig. 1 illustrates the main components of the FAMER framework for holistic entity clustering. The input are entities from multiple sources and the output is a set of clusters
containing matching entities. The first part is a configurable component to generate a
similarity graph where similar entities are linked pairwise with each other. As outlined
in [18], this phase starts with blocking, e.g. using Standard Blocking on a specific property, so that only entities of the same block need to be compared with each other. Pairwise matching is typically based on the combined similarity of several properties and a
threshold for the minimal similarity. A future version of FAMER will also support the
use of learned models for binary match classification. In this paper, we focus on the second part of FAMER to use the similarity graph to determine entity clusters. In the initial
version, we support six approaches that will also be considered for comparison in this
paper: connected components, correlation clustering (CCPivot) [3], Center [8], Merge
Center [8] and two variations of star clustering [1] that can lead to overlapping clusters.

Fig. 1: FAMER workflow for multi-source entity clustering (new components in gray)
There is also a specific clustering method based on already existing links from the Web
of Data as input [11] which is not further considered here. To this system we add the
components shown in gray in Fig. 1. First, we provide a new clustering scheme CLIP
as an alternative to the previous clustering schemes that avoids both overlapping and
source-inconsistent clusters. Second, we provide the RLIP approach to repair clusters
determined by one of the previous clustering schemes. RLIP first resolves overlapping
clusters, if necessary, and then applies CLIP to eliminate source-inconsistent clusters.
FAMER is implemented using Apache Flink so that the calculation of similarity
graphs and the clustering approaches can be executed in parallel on clusters of variable
size. For the implementation of the parallel clustering schemes we also use the Gelly
library of Flink supporting a so-called vertex-centric programming of graph algorithms
to iteratively execute a user-defined program in parallel over all vertices of a graph [9].
The vertex functions are executed by a configurable number of worker nodes among
which the graph data is partitioned, e.g., according to a hash partitioning on vertex ids.

4

Approach

We first define the main concepts and then describe the CLIP and RLIP algorithms.
4.1

Concepts

Similarity graph: A similarity graph SG = (V, E) is a graph in which vertices of V
represent entities and edges of E are links between matching entities. There is no direct
link between entities of the same source. Edges have a property for the similarity value
(real number in the interval [0,1]) indicating the degree of similarity.
Cluster: A cluster groups a set of entities that are assumed to represent the same realworld entity. In our implementation, we also include the similarity links between cluster
members from the originating similarity graph. Hence a cluster Ci is represented by a
cluster graph Ci = (Vi , Ei ) with the clustered entities in Vi and intra-cluster similarity
links in Ei .
Maximum link: An entity from a source A may have several links to entities of a source
B. From these links, the one with the highest similarity value is called maximum link.
For example, for entity a1 in Fig. 2-a the maximum link with respect to source B is the
one with similarity 0.95 to entity b1 .
Based on this concept we define the strength of links and classify links into strong,
normal, and weak links. Considering a link ` between entity ei from source A and
entity ej from another source B we define these link types as follows:

a) Link features

b) Cluster Types

c) Cluster association degree

Fig. 2: Clustering concepts

Strong link: Link ` is classified as a strong link, if it is the maximum link from both
sides, i.e. for ei to source B and for ej to source A. In Fig. 2-a, entity a1 from source
A has a strong link, colored in green, to b1 in source B. Note that an entity can have
several strong links to different sources; e.g., a1 is also strongly linked to c2 from source
C.
Normal link: Link ` is called a normal link, if it is the maximum link for only one of
the two sides. In Fig. 2-a, the link between a1 and b2 is a normal link (colored in blue)
as it is the maximum link from b2 to source A, but not the maximum link from a1 to
source B.
Weak link: Link ` is a weak link, if it is not the maximum link for any of the two sides.
In Fig. 2-a, the link between a1 and b0 is such a weak link and shown with a red dashed
line.
Link Degree: The link degree is the minimum vertex degree of its two end point vertices. In Fig. 2-a, the vertex degree of a1 is 4 and the vertex degree of b1 is 3, so that the
link degree between a1 and b1 is min(4, 3) = 3.
Link prioritization: Our clustering approach is based on the introduced link features to
prioritize links based on their link similarity value, link strength (strong, normal, weak),
and link degree. Links with higher similarity value, higher strength and lower degree
have priority over links with lower similarity, lower strength and higher degree.
Source-consistent cluster: A cluster that contains at most one entity per source is
called a source-consistent cluster. In Fig. 2-b, the red-colored cluster is source-inconsistent since it contains two entities (b1 and b2 ) from source B. The other clusters colored
in blue and green are source-consistent.
Complete cluster: A source-consistent cluster that contains entities from all sources is
called a complete cluster. The green-colored cluster in Fig. 2-b is a complete cluster for
four sources A, B, C, and D as it contains one entity from each source.
Cluster association degree: An entity e that is shared between two or more clusters
will be in some cases assigned to the cluster with the highest association degree. The
association degree of e for cluster C of size k corresponds to the average similarity of
e to the k − 1 other entities ei in C, i.e., it is determined by the ratio of the sum of
similarity values of the intra-cluster links involving e and k − 1. In Fig. 2-c, entity b1

is member of the gray and black clusters of sizes 4 and 5, respectively. Assuming a
link similarity of 1 for the shown links, the association degree for b1 is 2/3 for the gray
cluster and 1/4 for the black cluster. Hence, b1 will be preferably assigned to the gray
cluster.

4.2

Entity clustering with CLIP

The proposed CLIP algorithm favors strong links for finding clusters while weak links
will be ignored. This helps to find good clusters even when the similarity graph contains
many links with lower similarity values. The approach works in two main phases. In
the first phase, CLIP determines all complete clusters based on strong links between
entities from all sources. The second phase also considers normal links and iteratively
clusters the remaining entities based on link priorities such that no source-inconsistent
or overlapping clusters are generated.
The pseudocode of CLIP is shown in Algorithm 1. Its input is a similarity graph
SG and the output is the cluster set CS. Fig. 3 illustrates the algorithm for entities from
four data sources A, B, C, and D. Entities with the same index are assumed to belong
to the same cluster, e.g. entity a0 from source A and b0 from source B. The sample
similarity graph in the example already links most matching entities but also contains
wrong links, e.g. (b0 , c1 ). In phase 1, we start with determining the strength of all links
(line 1 of Algorithm 1). Then we only use strong links to determine graph G0 (line 2).
We then apply ConnectedComponents on G0 to identify complete clusters and add
these to the output (lines 3-4). In the example of Fig. 3, the second graph in the upper
half differentiates between strong, normal, and weak links by showing them as green,
blue and dashed lines, respectively. Focussing on strong links, we obtain four connected
components in the example, one of which (for index 0) results in a complete cluster that
is added to the output of phase 1.
For phase 2, we remove the vertices and edges from the complete clusters. Furthermore, we ignore weak links and only consider strong and normal links in the updated graph G0 (lines 5-6 of Algorithm 1). Again we use ConnectedComponents to
consider the resulting connected components as possible clusters (line 7). Afterwards
these components Clusteri are processed in parallel (line 8). If the cluster Clusteri
is already a source-consistent cluster, it is directly added to the CLIP output (lines 910). Otherwise the component/cluster is source-inconsistent and will be iteratively processed as outlined below. In the example of Fig. 3, phase 2 is illustrated in the lower part
which starts with a reduced similarity graph that has no longer the entities from the complete cluster determined in phase 1 and that only contains strong and normal links. We
then obtain two connected components one of which (with index 3) is already a sourceconsistent cluster that is thus added to the ouput. The remaining source-inconsistent
component/cluster needs further processing.
In the processing of source-inconsistent clusters/components we initially consider
each entity of component Clusteri as a cluster Ci of its own (lines 12-13). We then
iteratively process the intra-component links (lines 15-21) in the order of their maximal
link priority and merge linked entity pairs from different sources into larger clusters
such that no source inconsistency is created (line 17). For merged clusters, the cluster set

Algorithm 1: CLIP

1

2
3
4

5
6

Input : SG = (V, E)
Output: Cluster set CS = {}
/* PHASE 1
DetermineLinkStrength(E)
/* Links are classified so that E = EStrong ∪ EN ormal ∪ EW eak
G0 = (V, EStrong )
Cluster set CS 0 ← ConnectedComponents(G0 )
CS ← getCompleteClusters(CS 0 )
/* PHASE 2
V 0 ← V − VComplete , E 0 ← (EStrong − EComplete ) ∪ EN ormal
G0 = (V 0 , E 0 )
/* Vertices and links of the complete clusters are removed from

*/
*/

*/

the current

graph G’
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

*/

CS 0 ← ConnectedComponents(G0 )
for (Clusteri ∈ CS 0 ) in Parallel do
if (IsSourceConsistent(Clusteri )) then
CS ← CS ∪ Clusteri
else
Assume vt ∈ VClusteri as a cluster t = 1, 2, ..., n
Cluster set CSi ← {C1 , C2 , ...., Cn }
IntraLinks ← EClusteri
repeat
`Ci,Cj ← getM axP riority(IntraLinks)
M ergeClusters(Ci , Cj )
U pdateClusterSet(CSi )
RemovedLinks ← RemoveConf lictingLinks(IntraLinks)
IntraLinks ← IntraLinks − RemovedLinks
until (IntraLinks 6= {})
CS ← CS ∪

m
S

CSi

i=1

is updated accordingly (line 18). Links from the newly formed cluster to entities of the
same sources already present in the formed cluster (conflicting links) are removed from
the intra-component link set (lines 19-20). The process for each component terminates
when the corresponding intra-component link set is empty (line 21). The union of all
cluster sets CSi determined in this way for the different components combined with the
previously determined clusters in phase 1 form the final output of CLIP (line 22). In the
example of Fig. 3, we start with the link between a2 and b2 in the third graph for phase 2
and merge these entities into a new cluster. The link to a1 from this newly formed cluster
is considered as a conflicting link and therefore removed. In the next iterations the link
priorities are updated and a new link with maximum priority is selected and clusters
are merged. In the example this leads to adding entities c2 and d2 to the previously
determined cluster while the link of this cluster to entity a1 is in conflict and will be

Fig. 3: CLIP example
removed. Similarly, the cluster with index 1 can be generated. Together with the output
of phase 1, four clusters are found in the example.
CLIP creates disjoint clusters since it operates on connected components which
are by definition disjoint. Furthermore, the iterative processing of source-inconsistent
components adds each entity to at most one cluster thereby avoiding cluster overlaps.
4.3

Cluster repair with RLIP

As explained in Section 3, RLIP aims at repairing the output of clustering algorithms
by first resolving overlapping clusters, if necessary, and second by using CLIP to repair
source-inconsistent clusters. We thus focus on overlap resolution.
The RLIP approach to resolve overlapping clusters also uses the intra-cluster links
between entities2 and favors strong links to select the cluster to which an overlapped
entity should be assigned. In particular, overlapped entities that have only strong links
to one cluster are assigned to this cluster and for overlapped entities with strong links
to several clusters we choose the cluster with the highest association degree for this
entity. Overlapped entities with no strong link are kept as singletons. The cluster decision cannot be made directly if an overlapped entity is only strongly linked to another
overlapped entity since the best result will depend on the cluster decision for the other
overlapped entity. We therefore treat such cases in a second iteration of the algorithm.
If in the second iteration the entity still is linked to only overlapped entities, all of them
will become singletons.
2

RLIP could also repair cluster results determined outside FAMER by computing the similarity
links between entities within clusters beforehand.

Algorithm 2: Overlap Resolution
Input : Cluster set CS =

m
S

CSi (Vi , Ei )

i=1

1

2
3

4
5
6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13

Output: Cluster set outputCS
outputCS ← DetermineLinkStrength(CS)
/* Links are classified so that Ei = Ei(Strong) ∪ Ei(N ormal) ∪ Ei(W eak)
*/
for (iterationN o := 1 to 2) do
OV ← getOverlappedV ertices(outputCS)
/* OV : Vertices that belong to more than one cluster
*/
for v ∈ OV in Parallel do
adjacentV ertices ← StronglyLinkedP airs(v)
if (adjacentV ertices.Size() = 0) then
U pdateClusterSet(outputCS, v)
/* remove v and its associating links from all clusters.
*/
outputClusterset ← outputClusterset ∪ (newCluster(v))
/* v is a singleton.
*/
else
associatedClusters ← {}
for (vn ∈ adjacentV ertices) do
if (vn ∈
/ OV ) then
associatedClusters ← associatedClusters ∪ getCluster(vn )

16

if (associatedClusters.Size() = 0 ∧ iterationN o > 1) then
U pdateClusterSet(v)
outputClusterset ← outputClusterset ∪ (newCluster(v))

17

else

14
15

18

resolvedCluster ←

argmax

(association(clusteri , v))

associatedClusters

19

20
21

U pdateClusterSet(v)
iterationN o + +
return outputCS

Algorithm 2 outlines overlap resolution in more detail. The input is a set of cluster
graphs CS and the output is a set of disjoint clusters outputCS. The cluster graphs
in the output can be merged into a similarity graph as input for the subsequent execution of CLIP. In line 1, we first determine and store the strength of links in the input
cluster graphs. Then, we determine the overlapped entities and process them in parallel
in one or two iterations. For overlapped entity v, we store all strongly linked entities
in adjacentVertices (line 5). If there is no such entity, the overlapped entity is kept as
a singleton (lines 6-8). Otherwise, the clusters of non-overlapped entities (line 11) of
adjacentVertices are determined and stored in the set associatedClusters (lines 10-13).
If there is no such cluster, i.e., all strongly linked entities are overlapped entities, and
we are in the first iteration we wait and this entity will become a singleton in the second iteration (lines 14-16). Otherwise, the cluster association degree of the overlapped
entity v to all members of associatedClusters is determined and v is assigned to the

cluster with the maximal association degree (lines 17-19). Obviously, if there is only
one element in associatedClusters, v will go to this cluster.
Fig.4 illustrates overlap resolution for four input clusters (C1 , C2 , C3 , and C4 )
where entities a0 , a5 and d4 belong to two clusters and entity b2 even to three clusters. The algorithm starts by determining the strength of the links. In the second box
of Fig. 4, strong, normal and weak links are shown by green, blue and dashed red
lines. The output of the first iteration (third box) shows that entity a5 is considered as
a singleton because it is not strongly linked to any other entity. Entity a0 is assigned
to cluster C1 because of a higher association degree to C1 than to C2 . Entity d4 is
strongly linked only to the overlapped entity b2 so we do not decide about d4 in this
iteration. Entity b2 has strong links to non-overlapped entities only to cluster C3 so it
is removed from clusters C2 and C4 . In the second iteration (last box), the remaining
overlapped entity d4 is also resolved. It is linked to entity b2 which has been assigned
to cluster C3 in the previous iteration, so d4 is now also assigned to C3 and removed
from cluster C4 . We have thus resolved all overlaps although the resulting clusters are
not necessarily source-consistent (e.g., cluster C3 has two entities from source D). So
the output of overlap resolution is then processed by CLIP to obtain both disjoint and
source-consistent clusters.

5

Evaluation

We now evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed clustering and repair algorithms CLIP and RLIP in comparison to the previous clustering schemes of
FAMER. We first describe the used datasets from three domains. We then analyze comparatively the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. Finally, we evaluate runtime
performance and scalability.
5.1 Datasets and Similarity Graphs
We use the same evaluation datasets as in [18] to facilitate the comparison with the
previously studied clustering schemes. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of
these datasets as well as their properties and functions used for blocking and calculating
the similarity links. The smallest dataset DS1 is a real dataset with geographical entities
of type ’settlement’ from four sources (DBpedia, Geonames, Freebase, NYTimes). The
perfect clusters for DS1 are manually determined. The two larger datasets are based on
the real data from the MusicBrainz database (DS2) and the North-Carolina voter registry (DS3) but apply synthetic data generators to create duplicates and corruptions of
property values to make entity resolution harder. The DS2 dataset is heavily corrupted
and consists of five sources with duplicates for 50% of the original records in two to five
sources. The DS3 dataset consists of five sources with 1 million entities per source such
that 50% of the entities are replicated in all sources without any corruption. Moreover,
25% of the entities are corrupted and replicated in all sources, and the remaining 25%
are corrupted but present in only some sources. The degree of corruption is moderate so
that matches are easier to find than for DS2. For determining the similarity graphs with
FAMER, we first apply a standard blocking based on the prefix of a specific property
(specified in Table 1) so that only entities with the same prefix value need to be compared. Pairwise similarity between entities is determined based on the string similarity

Fig. 4: Overlap resolution (example)
(JaroWinkler or trigram) of selected properties and, for DS1, the geographical distance
between settlements and a variable minimal similarity threshold θ.
Table 1: Dataset characteristics and linking details
Data sets
domain
#entities #sources #clusters
DS1
3,054
4
820
(geographical)
DS2 (music) 20,000
5
10,000
DS3
5,000,000
5
3,500,840
(person)

Similarity graph configuration
blocking key
sim functions
PreLen1
JW(label),
(label)
distance
PreLen1(album) trigram(title)
PreLen3
JW(name),JW(surname),
(surname)
JW(suburb),JW(postcode)

5.2 Cluster Quality
CLIP quality: We first evaluate the cluster quality achieved with the new CLIP clustering scheme in comparison with six known clustering schemes for the three datasets.
For this purpose we assume that all entities in the determined clusters match with each
other and determine the precision, recall and F-measure compared to the matches of the
perfect cluster result. Fig. 5 shows the achieved results for these metrics and different
similarity thresholds θ for the seven clustering schemes (CLIP, Connected Components,
CCPivot, Center, MergeCenter, Star-1, Star-2) as well as for the similarity graph used
as input to the clustering schemes (although this graph has only links but no clusters).
The results for the six previous approaches correspond to those reported in [18].
We observe that CLIP achieves an excellent quality result and outperforms all previous algorithms in terms of precision and F-measure for all three datasets. Recall is
comparable to the best approaches and only slightly worse compared to approaches
such as Connected Components achieving the best possible recall (albeit at the expense
of the poorest precision). A closer inspection of the CLIP behavior showed that its good
recall is already achieved by determining the connected components for finding complete clusters and source-consistent clusters involving only strong and normal links.
By contrast, the CLIP iterations to split source-inconsistent components into several
source-consistent clusters is primarily helpful to improve precision. The excellent precision of CLIP, even for lower similarity thresholds, is further due to the ignorance
of weak links. This behavior is especially helpful for the relatively dirty dataset DS2

where we had to use very low similarity thresholds to achieve a sufficient recall. CLIP
here achieves a F-Measure of 82% compared to only 65-75% for the other clustering
schemes. Interestingly, the previous clustering schemes had even problems to outperform the link quality of the similarity graph due to wrong clustering decisions while
CLIP achieves clear improvements compared to the similarity graphs by correctly clustering matching entities and removing wrong links between non-matching entities.
RLIP quality: We now study the cluster quality achieved with the proposed repair approach RLIP when applied to the cluster results of the six previous clustering
schemes. Fig. 6 summarizes the achieved F-Measure results (averages over all considered values for similarity threshold θ) for the three datasets with the original clustering
schemes only (blue bars on the left) and with additionally applying RLIP (red bars
on the right). On the right we also show the average F-measure results for CLIP. We

Recall

F-Measure

DS3

DS2

DS1

Precision

Fig. 5: Cluster quality of CLIP vs other clustering approaches

observe that RLIP can improve F-measure for all algorithms indicating an excellent effectiveness of the proposed cluster repair. The biggest improvements are achieved for
the two poorest performing clustering schemes, Connected Component and MergeCenter, that both achieve a high recall but low precision. Here the CLIP component of RLIP
achieves a substantial improvement in precision; the already high recall of the input enables that the repaired results for ConnectedComponent and MergeCenter are among
the best overall. In fact, the repaired results for ConnectedComponent are essentially
identical to the CLIP results. Overlap resolution is only applied to the results of Star-1
and Star-2 and helps to also achieve very good quality for their repaired clusters. The
clusters determined with CCPivot and Center can be improved to a lesser degree since
these algorithms remove already many links thus hurting recall. The only exception is
DS3 for which all clustering schemes achieve a similarly high recall so that the repaired
results after applying RLIP are also close together for all algorithms.
DS1

DS2

DS3

Fig. 6: Cluster quality without and with repair using RLIP
5.3 Runtimes and Speedup
The runtimes of the clustering algorithms are determined on a Hadoop cluster with 16
worker nodes, each consisting of an E5-2430 6(12) 2.5 Ghz CPU, 48 GB RAM and two
4 TB SATA disks. The nodes are connected via 1 Gigabit Ethernet. The used software
versions are Flink 1.1.2, Hadoop 2.6.0 and openSUSE 13.2. We run Apache Flink with
6 threads and 40 GB memory per worker.
Table 2 shows the runtimes of CLIP for the biggest dataset DS3 with similarity
threshold θ = 0.8; Fig 7 depicts the corresponding speedup curve varying the number
of workers from 1 to 16. We observe that the parallel execution of CLIP achieves an
optimal speedup for up to 8 workers, while the speedup for 16 workers is 11.2 indicating
that the dataset DS3 might not be big enough for 16 workers. Comparing the execution
times of CLIP with those of the other algorithms (shown in the left part of Table 3),
we see that CLIP is relatively slow with the second highest runtimes. Most of the CLIP
execution time is spent for the iterative processing of source-inconsistent components in
phase 2 of the algorithm. While we process different components in parallel the runtime
is determined by the biggest such component which thus becomes a bottleneck.
Table 3 also includes runtimes of repairing clusters with RLIP (middle part) as well
as the sum of the execution times for clustering and repair (right part). The shown RLIP
execution times include both the times for overlap resolution (for Star-1 and Star-2)
and for the CLIP component. We observe that the RLIP runtimes are dominated by the
CLIP component while overlap resolution is much faster. The runtimes for the CLIP
component of RLIP differ for the different clustering schemes and are the highest for

ConnectedComponent and MergeCenter where precision is improved most by the iterative processing of large components. Interestingly, the combined execution time for the
previous clustering schemes and their repair is in several cases lower than only applying CLIP while achieving similar cluster quality, especially for the two Star clustering
schemes.

Table 2: CLIP runtimes for DS3 (seconds)
#workers
runtimes

1
5477

2
2696

4
1303

8
711

16
486

Fig. 7: Speedup

Table 3: DS3 runtimes for clustering schemes and RLIP (seconds)
Method
#workers
ConCom
CCPivot
Center
MCenter
Star-1
Star-2

6

ER clustering
4
8
16
51
1530
390
640
288
214

57
1008
208
349
149
124

55
688
117
194
85
67

4
OV
178
202

RLIP
8
CLP OV CLP
1303 711
651 361
440 228
882 472
489 94
249
424 97
236

16
OV CLP
486
223
144
306
55
209
61
283

4

Sum
8

16

1354
2181
830
1522
955
840

768
1369
436
821
492
457

541
911
261
500
349
411

Conclusion and Outlook

We have proposed a new method called CLIP to cluster matching entities from multiple
sources as well as a repair method called RLIP to improve entity clusters determined
by other clustering schemes. The approaches avoid or resolve overlapping and sourceinconsistent clusters and utilize several features of similarity links in a new way, in
particular the link strength. Our evaluation for three datasets shows that the new approaches achieve excellent cluster quality and outperform previous clustering schemes
to a large degree. The RLIP repair approach could improve the quality for all considered clustering schemes and achieve comparable quality than applying CLIP alone, in
some cases with even lower execution times. The parallel implementations for CLIP and
RLIP achieved good speedup values thereby supporting scalability to larger datasets.
In future work, we will investigate further performance optimizations in the iterative portion of the CLIP algorithm. We further plan to make the FAMER tool with the
proposed clustering schemes publicly available and apply it in several applications, in
particular to build large, high quality knowledge graphs.
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